
Class 5: Super Senses

A Choose the correct option.

Four mosquitoes Hunters, poachers sloths smell
language National parks external Animals faintest

1. As the ants move, they leave their                    on the ground.

2.                    can find you by the smell of your body.

3. Some birds like kites, eagles and vultures can see                    times as far as

    we can.

4.                    looks like a bear and sleeps for about 17 hours a day.

5. People who kill animals are called                    and                   .

6.                    cannot see as many colours as human can.

7. Animals with bigger ears can hear the                    of sound.

8. Animals have their own                    of communicate.

9. Snakes do not have                    ears.

10.                    are the protected area where nobody can hunt animals or

     destroy the jungle.

B Write the sleeping hours of the given animals.

1. Cow:-                          2. Python:-                          

3. Giraffe:-                          4. Cat:-                          

5. Lizard:-                           6. Sloth:-                          
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Class 5: Super Senses

C Match the following:

Column A Column B Ans.
 1. Owl  a. can find its female for many kilo-meters away.  1.        
 2. Birds  b. can see far away things. 2.        
 3. Eagle  c. mark their own territory by urination. 3.        
 4. Mosquitoes  d. eyes in front of his head. 4.        
 5. Ants  e. mark their area with their urine. 5.        
 6. Dogs  f. eyes on either side of the head. 6.        
 7. Silk worm  g. find you from the smell of your body. 7.        
 8. Tiger  h. attracted towards sugar. 8.        

 D Write the sense of animals that use for search food.

1. Dog:-                     2. Eagle:-                    

3. Ant:-                     4. Tiger:-                     

5. Snake:-                     6. Mosquito:-                     

 E Write the correct option.

1. The tiger’s roar be heard unto (3 kilo-meters / 9 kilo-meters) away.

2. Animals awake in the (day / night) can see black and white colours.

3. sloth moves around (eight / twenty) trees in their life span.

4. Tigers can move their ears in (one / different) direction.

5. Elephants are hunted for their (skin / tusks).

6. Rhinoceros have (one / more than one) horn.

7. Tigers can see (ten / six) times better than humans.

8. Dog know if another dog has come into their area by (movement / smell of

    their urine or potty)
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Class 5: Super Senses

Answers
A.

1. smell
2. mosquitoes
3. Four
4. sloths
5. Hunters, poachers
6. Animals
7. faintest
8. language
9. external
10. National parks

B.
1. 4 Hours
2. 18 Hours
3. 2 Hours
4. 6 Hours
5. 4 Hours
6. 17 Hours

C.
1. d 2. f 3. b 4. g
5. h 6. c 7. a 8. e

D.
1. smell sense
2. sight sense
3. smell sense
4. Hearing sense
5. smell sense
6. smell sense

E. 
1. 3 kilo-meters 2. night
3. eight 4. different
5. tusks 6. one
7. six 8.  smell of their urine or potty
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